This year, thanks to the generosity of our donors, the Lurie College of Education has 46 recipients of 34 scholarship opportunities and has awarded over $101,000 to our students.

**Lurie College of Education Alumni Board Scholarship**
Sarah O'Donnell, Child and Adolescent Development Department
Salvador Williams, Secondary Education Department

**Phil & Eleanor Anastasia Scholarship**
Cari Benefiel, Elementary Education Department
Zayra Diaz Vargas, Elementary Education Department

**Elaine S. Anderson Memorial Scholarship**
Michael West, Secondary Education Department
Bibiana Arriola, Counselor Education Department

**Richard Campbell Baugh Scholarship**
Sarah O'Donnell, Child and Adolescent Development Department

**Michele D. Bee Education Scholarship**
Wai Lee, Child and Adolescent Development Department
Elizabeth Sanchez, Child and Adolescent Development Department

**Elden and Florence Belanger Scholarship**
Reuben Garcia, Secondary Education Department

**Eleanor and Robert Brady Scholarship**
Gustavo Silva, Special Education Department

**Jean Meredith Ellis Cady Scholarship**
Maricarmen Alanis, Counselor Education Department
Hazel Cilker Smith Scholarship
Andrew Staley, Secondary Education Department
Yifat Bar-Dagan, Elementary Education Department
Anupama Wadhwa, Secondary Education Department

Marion Cilker Scholarship for Infusing Art into Teaching
Tobi Nielsen, Elementary Education Department
Silvia Antonelli, Elementary Education Department

DeFranco Family Scholarship
Lakshmi Chandran, Child and Adolescent Development Department
Shelby Guerrero, Child and Adolescent Development Department

Devore Crumby Scholarship
Yessenia Gonzalez, Child and Adolescent Development Department
Zayra Diaz Vargas, Elementary Education Department
Gabrielle Slavin, Child and Adolescent Development Department
Pamela Campos, Child and Adolescent Development Department
Elham Sharifpour, Child and Adolescent Development Department
Andrea Diaz, Child and Adolescent Development Department

Fink Scholarship
Kali Shiloh, Elementary Education Department

Joseph Ghio Scholarship
Matthew Gordon, Secondary Education Department

Goularte Scholarship
Zayra Diaz Vargas, Elementary Education Department

Claudia Greathead Scholarship
Kali Shiloh, Elementary Education Department
Sharon Ungerfeld, Elementary Education Department
Samantha Johns, Secondary Education Department
Cari Benefiel, Elementary Education Department
Nicole Iskandar, Secondary Education Department
John and Peter Laznibat Scholarship
Michael Lordan, Secondary Education Department
Andrea Graham, Communicative Disorders and Sciences Department

Lurie College of Education General Scholarship
Megan Klein, Communicative Disorders and Sciences Department
Angela Lee, Communicative Disorders and Sciences Department

Marla Duino Lenz Scholarship
Deborah Clima, Elementary Education Department

Pamela Mallory Scholarship
Cari Benefiel, Elementary Education Department

Margiotta Family in the Arts Scholarship
Samantha Johns, Secondary Education Department

Masterjohn Scholarship
Catherine Williams, Communicative Disorders and Sciences Department
Kimberly Pantoja, Child and Adolescent Development Department

Marion Meyerson Scholarship,
Josephine Wu, Communicative Disorders and Sciences Department

Florian and Grace Niemcziek Scholarship
Pamela Campos, Child and Adolescent Development Department

Jonathan Nobuhiro Memorial Scholarship
Wai Lee, Child and Adolescent Development Department
Juan Huerta, Child and Adolescent Development Department

Helen Newhall Pardee Scholarship
Adrian Buenrostro, Secondary Education Department
**Robert and Lorraine Pedretti Scholarship**  
Maricarmen Alanis, Counselor Education Department

**E.A. Rocky Scholarship**  
Theresa Munoz, Secondary Education Department  
Alejandra Portillo, Education Leadership  
Thuy-Khanh (Kayla) Tran, Special Education Department

**Doris Warren Shaw Scholarship**  
Maegan Bright, Special Education Department  
Surisa Abraham, Special Education Department

**Skelly Scholarship**  
Theresa Munoz, Secondary Education Department  
Adrian Buenrostro, Secondary Education Department

**Charlotte Stelling Scholarship**  
Jacquelyn Fortner (DeGray), Communicative Disorders and Sciences Department

**Ada Louise Watters Scholarship**  
Curtis Lee, Secondary Education Department  
Salvador Williams, Secondary Education Department  
Maegan Bright, Special Education Department

**Westmoreland Scholarship**  
Alejandra Portillo, Education Leadership

**Dr. Colleen Wilcox Scholarship**  
Julia Drummond, Communicative Disorders and Sciences Department  
Surisa Abraham, Special Education